INTRODUCTION
Sequence logos are a graphical method that use letters to quantitatively depict the average sequence conservation and base frequencies in a set of aligned sequences (1) . Logos have been used to help understand DNA/protein interactions (2-4), RNA/protein interactions (5) , protein structure (6) (7) (8) (9) and English word structure (10) . However, as useful as they are for characterizing an entire set of sequences, logos only convey a vague idea of how a protein would interact with a specific DNA sequence.
The walker method described here solves this problem by combining letter graphics with a unique weight matrix (11) (12) (13) (14) defined by information theory (15) (16) (17) . Although a walker looks like a logo, it is not the same. In a logo a stack of letters depicts the relative frequencies of bases or amino acids at each position in an aligned set of sequences. The height of the stack is the sequence conservation, measured in bits of information. In contrast, walkers apply to a single sequence, so in a walker only a single letter is drawn for each position on the sequence (Fig. 1) . The height of the letter is in bits, and represents that base's contribution to the sequence conservation of the entire set of sequences. A walker represents the individuals that make up the logo, with the logo representing the average sequence conservation (18) . As a walker is moved along a DNA, one can immediately see how the matrix 'responds' to particular sequences. This new method is complementary to, and a natural extension of, sequence logos. Walkers allow one to visualize complex genetic regions, to interpret their structure, to understand the effects of sequence changes and to simultaneously engineer overlapping binding sites.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The first step to using walkers is to create a model of the binding sites. To do this the Delila programs dbbk, catal, delila and alist were used to extract and align DNA sequences from GenBank flat files (4, 19, 20) . Rapid multiple alignment based on maximizing the information content of the binding sites was performed with the malign program to check the alignment (21) . An information curve was made using encode (20) and rseq (22) and the average shown as a sequence logo using dalvec and makelogo (1) .
Once a sequence logo was established, the ri program was used with the same sequences to create an information theory based model of the binding sites which is called an 'individual information weight matrix' (18) . After making the matrix, ri also determines the information content of every binding site, thereby establishing a distribution of information values that can be graphed with the genhis and genpic programs. Important properties of this matrix and distribution are discussed in the following section.
Portions of sequences to be analyzed were also extracted by delila. For Figures 2 and 3 , sequences were extracted and renumbered by using a new feature in delila instructions (19) , 'default coordinate 0' that redefines the coordinates of the sequence. For example, the delila instructions for Figure 2 were: [title 'Delila instructions for tgt/sec'; default coordinate 0; organism E.coli; chromosome E.coli; piece M37702; name 'tgt/sec promoter'; get from 1897 -83 to same -42;]. (The 'same' in this get statement refers back to the 'from' coordinate 1897.)
The scan program applies an individual information weight matrix to every possible position in a set of sequences. The evaluations can be plotted against position using dnaplot and xyplo (23) . These graphs can show vast regions, but they lack details.
In contrast, a single interactive walker shows the sequence in great detail ( Figs 1, 4 and 6 ). The user may interactively move the walker around, change parameters of the display and modify the sequence. Only one walker can be seen at a time by this method, which was Tel: +1 301 846 5581; Fax: +1 301 846 5598; Email: toms@ncifcrf.gov Figure 1 . Walkers displayed around the S.typhimurium hin distal Fis site at GenBank accession V01370 positions 156-199 using makewalker. Five frames of a 'movie', in five successive rows, show the walker progressing along the sequence. The walker is the colored letters. The height of each letter is the information content in bits. The green or red rectangle provides the scale, with -4 bits on the bottom, 0 bits at the middle and +2 bits at the top.
implemented using the makewalker and GhostScript (http://www. cs.wisc.edu/∼ghost/index.html) programs. The makewalker program creates a PostScript program (the 'walk') which is then run by the interactive PostScript interpreter GhostScript. Commands to change the display are implemented as PostScript procedures.
The lister program (19) provides an intermediate scale between dnaplot/xyplo graphs and the detailed but interactive makewalker display, by showing many walkers simultaneously (Figs 2, 3 and 5). To use lister one collects 'features' from various programs. Scan supplies a weight matrix and the locations for one or more walker or ASCII representations of sites, palinf supplies the locations of palindromes, live supplies the orientation of DNA as a colored strip, exon supplies coding regions based on GenBank features, and search supplies the locations of restriction sites and other simple patterns. All of these features, along with user defined marks, are combined into a single 'map' by lister. This display is not interactive, but it can be automatically regenerated by using the atchange program (http://www-lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/atchange. html) to detect when sequences or parameters are altered.
Programs for individual information analysis are written in Pascal (24) and can be automatically translated to C by p2c, http://www.synaptics.com/people/daveg/) ( Table 1 ). All graphics are in PostScript (25, 26) . Web-linked manual pages describe each program's function input and output files, and present limitations.
The programs described here are available as Sun Sparc binaries. A confidential disclosure agreement with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is required for academic and government researchers, and a licensing agreement can be negotiated with the Office of Technology Transfer at NIH for commercial applications (see http://www-lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/walker/ contacts.html). Further information and examples are at http://www-lmmb.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/. Other delila programs Figure 2 . Prediction of an additional binding site using scan and lister. The tgt/sec promoter region was scanned for Fis sites in the region of coordinate -58 where a Fis site had been reported (31) . The top line of the figure identifies the DNA piece number, the GenBank entry, the name of the DNA piece, and the topology and coordinates of the DNA sequence (19) . Coordinates are numbered every 10 bases and marked by an asterisk (*) every 5 bases. The start of transcription at 1897 of GenBank entry M37702 was renumbered 0 by delila (not shown). Horizontal dashes below the sequence represent regions protected by Fis from DNase I. According to the original report, the 5′ limit of the DNase I footprint was unclear so both the reported footprint region and the footprint as far as it might extend are marked, along with DNase I hypersensitive sites (&) that are affected by Fis. The arrows indicate bases that do not fit the consensus (G/T)N 2 YRN 2 (A/T)N 2 YRN 2 (C/A) used in previous work (31, 44) .
(including dbmutate, xyplo, live and mergemarks are freely available from the web site.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mathematical basis of walkers: individual information
The mathematics used to construct walkers is a natural extension of Shannon's information theory (15, 17, 27) . Information is a useful measure for sequence conservation because it is additive when the positions are independent; no other measure (e.g., counting mismatches to a consensus) has this property (16) . To get the total sequence conservation, represented by the area of a sequence logo and called R sequence , the information content is summed across all positions in a site (22) . Information measured in bits is the average number of binary choices needed to specify the observed degree of sequence conservation.
The idea behind walkers is that a sequence conservation can be assigned to individual sequences, so that the average of these individuals is also R sequence . This is done in three steps. First, a matrix is created from the frequency f(b,l) of each base b at position l in the aligned sequences, according to
, where e[n(l)] is a small sample correction (22) . Second, this matrix is used to evaluate the individual information content of each site. That is, after aligning the matrix with a sequence, each base in the sequence selects one of the four weights in R iw (b,l), and all weights for the site are summed for all positions l to produce the 'individual information', R i . Third, if the individual information values of all the aligned sequences are averaged the result is R sequence . There is only one way to define the matrix to obtain this result. The details of this method and other properties of the weight matrix are described elsewhere (18) , but some of the important properties of the method that affect interpretation of walkers are discussed briefly below.
(i) Only functional sites are needed to create an individual information matrix, so the intensive training procedures required by neural networks (12) are avoided. Gathering large sets of negative data (showing where a protein does not bind) is also unnecessary. As a result, clean models can be created by restricting the input to biochemically proven binding sites. A model for a binding site can be created with as few as six examples, but this gives unreliable results. A set of 20 or more examples generally gives a reasonable sequence logo and weight matrix. (ii) When the weight matrix is applied to the same sequences it was derived from, a set of numbers is generated. The distribution of these numbers is approximately Gaussian. The most frequent bases in a binding site select the highest weight matrix values, so a consensus sequence attains the highest possible individual information content. The correspondingly large standard deviation indicates that the consensus sequence has a low probability of being a natural binding site. For example, a human acceptor splice junction only has a 3.7 × 10 -3 probability of being the strict consensus, in which only the most frequent base is used (18) . This means that walkers will rarely show a 'consensus' sequence at natural binding sequences. (iv) That there can be a sharp cutoff at zero is implied by the channel capacity theorem, which says that molecular binding can be precise, independent of the binding energy (28, 29) . The theorem shows that even small but positive individual information values can indicate functional sites, while small negative values could be distinctly non-functional. When a walker has low but positive conservation, the site is still likely to be functional.
(v) From an observed sequence conservation, it is not possible to reliably infer the binding energy, since sequence conservation and binding energy are not strictly proportional. The second law of thermodynamics defines the maximum information that can be gained for a given energy dissipation (30) . Using the second law, it is presently not possible to predict the binding energy more than to say that the specific binding energy must be at least k b Tln2 multiplied by the information (k b , Boltzmann's constant; T, absolute temperature). Two binding sites may have similar information content but different binding energies, and sites that differ in information may even have reversed energetics. Still, since energy dissipation tends to be minimized by loss of specific contacts, larger individual information values should generally correspond to higher binding energy. As a consequence, walkers (and any other purely sequence based analysis method) may not directly show values proportional to binding energy, although we expect a walker with higher information to be bound more strongly.
Walkers
A sequence walker graphically shows how a particular sequence is evaluated by an individual information weight matrix. Figure  1 depicts five horizontal rows of characters that represent a DNA sequence, and the sequence is the same in each row. Each row represents the placement of the individual information weight matrix for the Fis protein (23) at a particular position on Salmonella typhimurium hin DNA. Matrix weights are represented in colored letters and a set of contiguous ones is called a 'walker'. As one proceeds down the figure, the walker is stepped one position to the right on the DNA sequence so that the figure shows the frames of a 'movie'. Normally this is displayed on a computer screen and only one row is needed since the user controls the display in real-time. A movie of a walker is shown at http://wwwlmmb.ncifcrf.gov/∼toms/walker/movie/index.html.
The heights of grey letters to the left and right of the walker indicate the orientation of a B-form DNA helix, with the high points of the sine wave representing the major groove facing the protein (2, 4) . Horizontal grey bars are used within the region of the walker. As the 'movie' proceeds, the sine wave shifts to represent the rotation of the DNA relative to the protein. A colored vertical box represents the 0 coordinate of the information weight matrix. This defines the position of the Fis protein on the DNA. The box is also a scale, with its lowest edge at -4 bits (an arbitrary lower bound set by the user since there is no lowest possible weight value) and its upper edge at +2 bits (the natural upper bound of weight values for nucleotides).
The walker itself is shown by colored letters, with heights determined by the individual information weight matrix. Letters extending upwards represent favorable DNA contacts (the individual information weight matrix value is positive), while upside-down ones extending downward represent unfavorable contacts (the individual information weight matrix value is negative). If a contact is more unfavorable than -4 bits, the letter is surrounded by a purple box (an example is shown in the 4th row of Fig. 1 ). If a contact has never been observed at a position in the weight matrix, it is given a black box (no examples are shown in this figure) .
Three numbers, or as much of them as is possible, are reported in the vertical box above or below the zero line opposite to the base. The first is the position of the box on the sequence. The second is the sequence conservation of the entire binding site, given in bits. This is obtained by adding together the heights of all the letters in the walker. The third number is the Z score for this evaluation, assuming that individual information values form a Gaussian distribution. The Z score conveys the probability that a particular sequence is a member of the sites used to create the matrix. It is calculated by subtracting the mean (R sequence ) from the particular individual information content and dividing by the standard deviation of the distribution. If the Z score is below a given threshold (set by the user) and the evaluation is positive (or greater than some value set by the user) then the box is green to indicate that a binding site has been located. Otherwise the box is pink.
Because a walker shows the relationship between a sequence and the conserved bases at a binding site, we tend to interpret it as representing how a protein reacts to the DNA rather than how the DNA changes because of the protein contact. Both models are feasible in the case of Fis binding (23) . However, the walker is valid for either model because information measures do not depend on the physical mechanism that determines the probabilities (15) .
When walkers are created for the original set of sequences used to make the individual information weight matrix, the positionby-position average of the walker heights will, by definition, be the height of the sequence logo at that position (18) . Thus walkers and logos are intimately related. The splice junction models come from data sets previously described (5) . Yellow boxes mark the coded peptides. The exon program reads GenBank entries and produces a feature file for lister containing coding sequence (CDS) locations. These are named by their piece name and coordinates. The sequence M98776.9jan95 was obtained from GenBank 98.0, while the revised sequence M98776 was obtained from GenBank 99.0. The walker at 2343 of piece 1 was 'forced' to be there by scanning a small sequence fragment (delila instructions: get from 2343 -3 to same +6;) with a low R i cutoff, and then joining this to the other features in the figure found by a scan of the entire piece with a higher cutoff.
Graphical searching
How does the individual information weight matrix react as it passes by a binding site during a search? The walkers in Figure  1 show both positive and negative contributions to binding. The majority of the letters are downwards but many 'flip up' when the walker lands on a known Fis binding site at coordinate 180. The last frame at the bottom of the figure shows that bases -7 and +7 (relative to coordinate 182) are strongly preferred by Fis, yet because other positions are unfavorable the overall sum is below zero and this position is not expected to be a binding site. Other subtle details can be observed in these walkers. In the top three 'frames', there are five A or T bases with heights that follow the sine wave. This effect, which has been also observed in sequence logos, probably reflects the cylindrical geometry of DNA/protein interactions (2, 4) .
Viewing medium sized regions of sequence
The scan program is used to locate likely binding sites according to three cutoff criteria as set by the user: (i) individual information, (ii) absolute value of the Z score (to eliminate both abnormally low and high values) and (iii) probability of obtaining that Z score or lower. The site locations for one kind of binding site can be joined to those of others, and features defined by hand can be added. When these are graphed by the lister program, one can see more than one binding site at a time, but the display is not interactive.
lister can help to identify the locations of binding sites by fitting the individual information model to biochemical data. For example, Slany and Kersten detected two Fis sites in the tgt/sec promoter region and identified one at coordinate -58 (31) . A lister 'map' of the region (Fig. 2) shows this site and the likely location of the second Fis site. Both sites are stronger than the average Fis site, which is about 8 bits (23) . This result is consistent with the likely size of the DNase I protected region, DNase I hypersensitive sites at -78.5 and -79.5 (which are found in the region from ±7.5 to ±4.5 of a Fis site (23, 32, 33) , two gel electrophoresis band-shifts observed with DNA fragments spanning the region from -137 to +12 but only one for the region from -68 to +12, and effects on transcription in vivo (31) . Figure 3 shows a lister map of the λ att region, containing Fis and IHF walkers. IHF binds DNA asymmetrically. To represent this, lister can be told to rotate letters 90_ according to the orientation of the binding site. For IHF site H′ (at coordinate 36), the letters are rotated counter-clockwise so the direction that one reads down through the walker letters is the standard 5′→3′ direction of the site (34) . IHF sites H1 (at -116) and H2 (at -38) are oriented in the opposite direction so that their letters are rotated clockwise. To make their pattern correspond to H′, the bases are for the complementary strand. On this lister map, the four letters take on all four orientations without any ambiguity. The top walker shows a wild type human MSH2 splice junction (GenBank accession U41218 coordinate 267). The middle walker shows a sequence change proposed to cause familial non-polyposis colon cancer (41) . This change is found in 2 of 20 normal individuals (43) and therefore is a polymorphism. The bottom walker shows a hypothetical strong mutation. The weight matrix was created from the data set described in ref. 5. The previously identified 9.9 bit Fis site at -66 overlaps Xis site 2 (35-37) and a second weaker 4.5 bit Fis site at -55 is predicted to be 11 bases away (23) . Fis is involved in both integrative and excisive recombination and will stimulate excision when the concentration of Xis is low (37) (38) (39) (40) . Fis binding to the 9.9 bit site excludes Xis binding at Xis 2 and stimulates Xis binding at Xis 1 (37) . Walkers show that at least four more Fis sites may be involved in λ att site specific recombination. Figure 4 shows how a binding site can be engineered. The top walker is the hin proximal site at coordinate 132 of GenBank entry V01370. It is an 8.3 bit site only 0.1 standard deviations above the mean. The middle walker shows the effect of introducing 5′-GAATTC-3′ into the sequence at positions -3 to +2 to create an EcoRI restriction site. The binding site is expected to be slightly weaker at 5.8 bits and 0.7 standard deviations below the mean. This can be compensated for by noting that the T at -7 is not good for binding. In the bottom walker this has been changed to a G and the adjustment raises the information content to 10.2 bits, which should be stronger than the original site.
Displaying complex genetic regions
Quantitative genetic engineering
Detecting database anomalies
lister has also helped to identify misplaced splice junctions. For example, in Figure 5 , piece 1 is the donor region for human epidermal keratin intron 2. The location of the zero coordinate of a donor is, by definition, on the first base of the intron (coordinate 2343) (5) . A walker set at this position gives -6.8 bits, which should be non-functional (P < 2 × 10 -6 , indicated by the pink box), therefore something is amiss. The corresponding acceptor site is also poor, as shown in piece 2. The GenBank entry recorded the problem by stating that the intron 'does not fit consensus'. The scan program reveals a strong donor just inside the coding region at 2342. If this donor were used, the coding frame would be shifted by one base to the 5′, destroying the reading frame. Upon contacting the authors, it was learned that the gene had been resequenced and corrections were found but these had not yet been reported to GenBank. In the revised sequence the donor region is unchanged, but the acceptor region is altered (piece 3) so that the acceptor is now a 'healthy' 7.9 bits. The acceptor has also shifted one base to the 5′ so the reading frame of the polypeptide, RNK|YED is preserved by using the predicted donor at 2342.
Distinguishing mutations from polymorphisims
A clinical application of individual information analysis is shown in Figure 6 . The top sequence is a human splice acceptor site found in normal colon tissue. The middle sequence is an alteration found in a sporadic colorectal tumor. The T→C change at position -5 was proposed to be the cause of the cancer (41) , but the walker shows that this change is not significant since the individual information only changes by 0.2 bits and the number of standard deviations from the mean is still below 1. Thus, this change should represent a polymorphism and not a splice junction mutation (42) . Indeed, a C appears in 2 of 20 normal people (43) . The true mutation lies elsewhere or this alteration represents a disruption in the binding site for some molecule other than the spliceosome. The bottom row shows the effect of altering the sequence in the top row: when position -1 is changed to a C, the individual information becomes negative and the Z score approaches significance (P < 0.02). Such a mutation in the spliceosome recognition site would be severe and might predispose a person to colon cancer.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
Dr Paul N. Hengen has demonstrated by gel shift analysis that the predicted tgt/sec Fis site at -73 binds Fis (23) .
